FIT007 / Oslo – Stockholm / 7 Nights, 8 Days

Scandinavian Capitals

Explore the most interesting sites of the three royal capitals of Scandinavia, starting in Oslo.
An enjoyable overnight cruise takes you to Copenhagen, known for its Little Mermaid and
historical castles. Enjoy the train ride from Copenhagen to Stockholm, a city with numerous
canals and a picturesque old town.
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DAY 1 | Welcome to OSLO
Arrive at Oslo Airport Gardermoen according to your own
itinerary (Flights booked by your agency). Transfer to the hotel
on your own.
Bed and breakfast accommodation at Clarion Hotel The Hub.

DAY 2 | OSLO
Learn about the city’s history and culture from knowledgeable
guides on a 3 hours Oslo Panorama bus tour. Admire the main
attractions in the city center and spectacular views from
Holmenkollen ski jump, experience fascinating insights into the
art of the most prolific Norwegian sculptor, Gustav Vigeland, as
you walk through the unique Sculpture Park comprising more
than 200 sculptures in bronze and granite.
Afternoon free in Oslo for further sightseeing or shopping. We
recommend a stroll along the harbor – Aker Brygge – a very
popular area during summer, with numerous restaurants,
sightseeing boats offering guided tours on the Oslofjord, etc.
Bed and breakfast accommodation at Clarion Hotel The Hub.

DAY 3 | OSLO – COPENHAGEN
Morning free for continuing your own exploration of Oslo.
Transfer on your own to the pier for boarding the ship for an
overnight cruise from Oslo to Copenhagen with DFDS
Seaways. Check in opens at 11.45hrs. Scandinavian dinner
buffet on board.
Accommodation in ocean view cabins with separate beds.

DAY 4 | COPENHAGEN
Enjoy breakfast onboard the cruise before arriving in
Copenhagen.

The royal and historic city of Copenhagen is the capital of
Denmark. Here you can experience interesting museums,
beautiful architecture and classic attractions, such as Nyhavn
Harbour with waterside restaurants and vintage sailing ships,
The Little Mermaid statue located by the harbor promenade,
and the Tivoli Gardens - one of the world's most magical
classic amusement parks, located in the heart of Copenhagen.
Bed and breakfast accommodation at Comfort Hotel
Vesterbro.
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DAY 5 | COPENHAGEN
Explore the most famous sights of Copenhagen at your own
pace with your hop-on hop-off bus and boat ticket. Make sure
to stop at Amalienborg Castle, the Little Mermaid and the Royal
Danish Opera. We also recommend a stroll along the
pedestrian main street – Strøget – a lively quarter with many
boutiques.
Bed and breakfast accommodation at Comfort Hotel
Vesterbro.

DAY 6 | COPENHAGEN – STOCKHOLM
Board the SJ train, which will take you Stockholm, the capital of
Sweden.
When in Stockholm, don’t miss out on the maritime Vasa
Museum and the world’s first open air museum Skansen, both
located on the island of Royal Djurgården, home to great many
historical buildings and monuments. A boat trip in the
Stockholm archipelago consisting of about 30,000 islands,
skerries and rocks is highly recommended.
Bed and breakfast accommodation at Clarion Hotel Sign.

DAY 7 | STOCKHOLM
Join a guided walk through the old town of Stockholm, Gamla
Stan, where a knowledgeable guide will present the history of
the trading city. Walk through narrow passages and get views of
the Nobel museum.
Board a boat and continue discovering the city from the water,
passing under the bridges of Stockholm. Enjoy the view of
historical buildings, museums, green areas and the Stockholm
skyline. Audio guide included.
Bed and breakfast accommodation at Clarion Hotel Sign.

DAY 8 | STOCKHOLM – Departure
After breakfast at your hotel, time on your own for further
exploration of Stockholm, according to your own itinerary.
Transfer to Stockholm Arlanda or Bromma Airport on your own
(flight reserved by your agency).
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SERVICES INCLUDED

Accommodation:
- 6x hotel accommodation incl bed & breakfast. All rooms incl shower/WC.
International ferry crossings:
- Oslo – Copenhagen onboard DFDS (incl 2-berth ocean view cabin with shower/WC, Scandinavian
dinner buffet and breakfast buffet on board.)
Train journeys
- Copenhagen – Stockholm, 2nd class
Activities & entrances:
- Oslo Panorama bus tour, 3 hours
- Copenhagen hop-on hop-off coach and boat ticket
- Stockholm old town guided walk
- Canal cruise under the bridges of Stockholm
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